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URBAN NEEDS AND CHANGING ENVIRONMENTS:
REGENSBURG’S WOOD SUPPLY FROM THE EARLY

MODERN PERIOD TO INDUSTRIALIZATION

Martin Knoll

When on June 27, 1830, a storm felled a large number of trees in state
forests near Kelheim in Bavaria, the regional government of the Regen
District1 made a suggestion to the municipal authorities of Regensburg, a
city of approximately 20,000 inhabitants at that time.2 In order to avoid a
shortage of wood and to prevent speculators from threatening the city’s
supply, the municipality, the regional authorities suggested, should es-
tablish and run a timber depot. As an incentive, they offered Regensburg
10,000 Klafter3 of wood from the Kelheim state forests. Regensburg’s au-
thorities responded politely, but they did not show much enthusiasm.
Although they agreed that the town had long needed a wood depot, they
nonetheless felt obliged to stipulate a set of conditions for the realization
of the project.4 The state should calculate a fair price and cover all costs
and risks of the wood’s transport between the Kelheim forests and Re-
gensburg’s Holzlände, the area in the center of the city where wood was
landed from the Danube. Additionally, the members of the magistrate
demanded further negotiations on the form and frequency of payment for
the project. They pointed out that building and maintaining a depot
would be expensive, while the purchase or renting of land would involve
substantial economic risks for the town. Thus the central argument for the
construction of wood depots in Regensburg as in other towns—that a
wood shortage would unduly disadvantage a town’s growing population
of poor people—was countered by the claim that such a project would
impose an undue financial burden on the community. In the words of the
Regensburg magistrate:

As the high authority knows, the commune is not in splendid condition at all and
has to bring enormous sacrifices to meet the demands of a growing number of
dissolute people, shirkers and the unemployed. Because of this, the administra-
tion must check everything carefully, particularly in the recent matter of the
depot . . .5

The urban authorities did in fact check the issue carefully. They looked
for possible sites, they examined the amount of wood needed by local
businesses and private households and they inspected the available wood
and procured experts’ opinions. When the experts voiced their skepticism
and the state authorities made clear that they were much more interested
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in their own economic goals than in their social responsibility,6 the city
suspended further activity. A brief note by Regensburg’s vice mayor
Johann Wilhelm Anns (1766–1842), written on the margin of the govern-
ment’s letter, concluded that the project had to be temporarily halted
because the city could not afford to enrich the state’s finances.7

Material and Energy Flows: The Regional Frameworks

A city’s supply of energy constitutes one of the main factors connecting
urban life and economy to the city’s geographical, political and natural
environment. The southern German city of Regensburg is situated on the
northern edge of the Bavarian part of the Danube valley. The region’s
fertile soil and mild climate created favorable conditions for agriculture,
thus leaving only a small area covered by woodland. Looming over the
northern banks of the Danube, to the northeast of Regensburg, are the
foothills of the Bayerischer Wald, a mountainous region dominated by
woodland. The Upper Palatinate region north of the city had a long
tradition of preindustrial mining and metal production. As a result, it did
not constitute a significant source of wood for the region. The confluence
of the Danube and Regen rivers in Regensburg was a geographical fea-
ture of great importance for the city’s wood supply. The Danube was
used to transport wood downstream from western regions, particularly
from the forests near Kelheim, and upstream from the forests near Wörth
and Donaustauf; the Regen connected the city to the woodlands of the
Bayerischer Wald. From the late eighteenth to the mid nineteenth century,
this geographic framework remained largely unchanged. However, as a
result of various political developments, Regensburg’s relationship with
its hinterland was dramatically altered, thereby creating a set of entirely
different resource management conditions.

In the eighteenth century Regensburg was an independent city. Be-
yond the fact that it hosted the diet of the Holy Roman Empire, it was of
little importance beyond its immediate region. In this period, Regensburg
ruled only a very small extra muros territory that did not contain any
woodland.8 Completely surrounded by a hostile neighbor (the Bavarian
Electorate), Regensburg could neither practice any independent forestry
or forest policy nor could it benefit from the unrestricted trade and trans-
port of wood on the Danube and Regen rivers. More than once, Bavaria
used this situation to weaken the city’s political status and economic
development by cutting its wood supply.

Things changed during the Napoleonic period, when Regensburg
became the capital of a short-lived principality. As a consequence of the
secularization of property formerly owned by the bishopric and the mon-
asteries of Obermünster and Niedermünster, the new principality con-
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trolled a territory that included extensive woodlands. Influenced by con-
temporary economic ideas, the government of Karl Theodor von Dalberg,
which ruled the Regensburg principality from 1802 to 1810, came to
believe that there was more wood than necessary for the city’s supply and
therefore decided to reduce the region’s woodland.9 In doing so, the
government was pursuing two goals: the first was to win space for ag-
ricultural production; the second was to use the money earned from
selling the timber to finance the urban economy and the duke’s economic
policy. Furthermore, in April 1809 the city sustained heavy damage due
to the wars that were fought throughout Europe in the Napoleonic era.
As a result, the politics of resource management took on a new degree of
urgency.

In 1810, Regensburg became part of the Kingdom of Bavaria. In the
records of that time we find traces of many of the common themes in
nineteenth-century urban, economic and environmental history. On the
one hand, the territorial state wanted to optimize profits from its forests
under the conditions of a market economy and saw in other European
countries, as well as in the growing towns of the region, a rapidly ex-
panding market for its products.10 On the other hand, Regensburg’s mag-

Drawing of Regensburg’s Burgfrieden, Johann Sebastian Püchler, 1765.
By permission of Historical Museum of Regensburg.
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istrate—much like magistrates in similar communities—refused to bear
the social consequences of this new paradigm. This conflict is well docu-
mented in the city’s archive, which also contains abundant evidence at-
testing to the usual contemporary efforts to solve the growing problems
by better organizing regional trade in wood and transport, as well as by
introducing energy-saving techniques and exploiting nearby fuel substi-
tutes such as peat and soft coal. The written correspondence between
Regensburg and other towns offers ample evidence of how frequently
such resource management issues were discussed. They also demonstrate
a prevailing view in which wood was seen as a limited natural resource,
thereby limiting the region’s economic development until the coming of
the railway network, which allowed Regensburg to extend its supply
system for hard coal. In addition, the trade and manufacture of wood
products was a significant factor in stimulating Regensburg’s economic
development in the nineteenth century. This may seem contradictory but
can be explained by specific regional circumstances.

Urban Wood Supply and Urban Environmental History

For decades, historical research did not pay much attention to the ques-
tion of wood supply. While A. H. Cole (1970) characterized the marketing
of wood for fuel in nineteenth-century America as an “economic activity
in need of a historian,”11 it was Joachim Radkau who explained why the
wood supply of preindustrial European cities had been of little interest to
historians.12 Urban historians, Radkau argued, often concentrated their
research on issues inside a town’s walls and failed to consider the way
that cities were interconnected in networks of trade, supply, food and
waste disposal.13 Political and forest historians were interested in the
modern territorial state and state forest administration, seen as the “win-
ners” of the political, social and economic transformation taking place
during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century. In 1993 Martin
Melosi called for an environmental approach to urban history: “What
remains to be done is . . . [to] broaden the work of the internalist scholars
to extend the study of growth, infrastructure and pollution well beyond
the city limits, and second, coax the scholars of humans and the natural
world into the cities.”14 Clearly, his appeal has been heard on both sides
of the Atlantic. The third international conference on urban history in
1996 focused on urban energy supply.15 In this context Joachim Radkau
tried to solve the preindustrial “mystery of urban firewood supply” by
defining different types of cities with regard to the different situations
they had to deal with when managing their supply.16 The environmental
history approach in urban history continued to gain in significance with
further research.17 Based on the work of the Deutsche Forschungsgemein-
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schaft project, Holzversorgung als kommunale Aufgabe. Stadt und Wald im 18.
und 19. Jahrhundert, a conference in 2001 focused on southern Germany
and Austria from 1750 to 1850, comparing problems and developments in
urban wood supply in towns of different size, geographical situation and
legal status.18 Freytag and Piereth outlined the different fields of prob-
lems and politics associated with urban wood supply, particularly in the
nineteenth century. These included: economic changes, such as deregu-
lation, liberalization, new common markets (Zollverein) and industrializa-
tion; state-building, including the integration of former independent
cities into new territorial states and the conflict over communal consti-
tutional rights; social policy, including communal and governmental re-
sponsibilities in dealing with urbanization, demographic growth and
pauperism; and resource management issues such as forest policy, the
discourse regarding wood shortages and the substitution of fuel wood.19

Adopting Reinhard Koselleck’s famous term, Günther Bayerl charac-
terized the eighteenth century and its utilitarian view of nature as a
“Sattelzeit”20 (a transitional phase between two epochs), providing the
intellectual base for the new dimensions of industrialized exploitation
realized in the late nineteenth and twentieth century.21 The regional evi-
dence concerning Regensburg’s wood supply suggests the late eighteenth
and nineteenth century was a “Sattelzeit” in European urban environmen-
tal history. The city’s management of major processes of political, social
and economic transformation has to be seen as closely connected to its
resource management and its view of natural resources.

This article provides a short outline of the different stages of Regens-
burg’s development, as outlined above, and discusses the city’s policy
and the documented discourse on resource management. In this context
the article discusses the coexistence of—even the struggle between—
factors of conservation and stability with those of innovation—“die
Gleichzeitigkeit des Ungleichzeitigen,” in the words of Reinhart Koselleck.22

In addition to recognizing the vital role that issues of social organization
play in dealing with natural resources and urban development, this ar-
ticle also incorporates the results of research in the economic and political
history of Regensburg in the period under discussion.

A City Without a Hinterland

For centuries, the early modern imperial town of Regensburg was an
independent enclave surrounded by Bavarian territory. The Bavarian
princes, however, never entirely accepted the loss of their former medi-
eval capital. As a consequence, they kept trying to regain the city, both
through warfare and by exerting political and economic pressure.23 Due
to these political circumstances, as well as to the small size of its own
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territory, Regensburg’s supply of any kind of forest and agricultural
products was the source of constant problems and frequent crises. Re-
gensburg’s building authority (Bauamt) was responsible for the city’s
wood supply and also organized the wood trade, but its scope was lim-
ited; in the late eighteenth century, for example, the Bauamt’s activities in
trading construction wood were terminated.24 Blockading Regensburg’s
import of cereals or wood was a normal instrument of Bavarian politics
toward the town, during the Thirty Years’ War and the eighteenth cen-
tury alike.25 In the mid eighteenth century Regensburg was surrounded
by a belt of newly erected customs checkpoints. The new Bavarian cus-
toms order, introduced in 1765, brought further restrictions.26 In 1768, a
Bavarian wood depot was erected on the banks of the Regen River near
the village of Reinhausen. From now on the major part of the wood that
was destined for the town was no longer allowed to be unloaded at
Regensburg’s central Holzlände.27 Instead, the Bavarian government dic-
tated that the wood had to be landed at the Bavarian depot.28 In addition
to their impact on imperial Regensburg, the Bavarian restrictions also
affected the Holy Roman Empire’s diet situated in Regensburg and its
resident diplomats. The situation escalated in 1771–72, when considerable
political pressure throughout the Reich was necessary to force Bavaria to
loosen its restrictions.29

By the eighteenth century, Regensburg, in essence, existed without a
hinterland. In this era even a coach trip outside the city’s boundaries was
subject to a special tax (“Promenadesteuer”).30 When provisioning wood,
the most common experience for Regensburg’s inhabitants was not con-
tact with woodland or foresters, but with Bavarian customs officers. And
that was a risky undertaking, as Regensburg’s complaints to the Bavarian
elector Max III Joseph (1745–1777) prove.31 In 1767, a cartwright from
Regensburg bought an oak tree from a farmer in the hinterland and paid
3 fl.32 Following the Bavarian customs order he had to pay 58 x.—almost
one third of the price—in tax for the import of one tree. But, to render the
transport easier, the tree had been cut into three pieces. As a consequence,
the customs officer demanded a tax more than three times higher: 2 fl.
56 x.—almost 100 percent of the price. Under these circumstances the deal
fell through and the farmer went home with the timber while the cart-
wright was left empty-handed. When Regensburg’s cartwrights ad-
dressed their demands for wood to the town’s bishop, whose Donaustauf
and Wörth forests, though not situated far from the town, were separated
from it by Bavarian territory, they pointed out that they could not get the
material from anywhere else.33 But even the bishopric practiced an in-
creasingly severe export policy against the city, although its own foresters
confirmed that the actual amounts of exported wood did not harm the
development of the forests.34
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In the summer of 1768 Gottfried Ziegler, a joiner, had an experience
with Bavarian customs officers quite similar to that of his cartwright
colleague in 1767. Upon purchasing 103 planks of oak in Vohburg, a small
market place about 55 km away from Regensburg, the local administra-
tion granted him permission for the export. However, the transport was
stopped at the customs checkpoint of Abbach near Regensburg. The Ba-
varian customs officers did not allow Ziegler to import the wood into the
city. Like Regensburg’s coopers before him, the joiner was told that he
was obliged to get his supply from the Bavarian timber depot of Lech-
hausen near Augsburg and therefore he had to address Anton Ott, a
timber merchant from Schongau. What made Abbach’s officers refuse the
export? And why did they refer to a timber depot situated more than 100
km away? Following a mercantilist program and a policy of forest pro-
tection known as Waldschutzpolitik,35 Bavaria had installed a system of
strict export controls for wood, one which was not directed only at Re-
gensburg. In 1748 the Lechhausen timber depot was constructed in order
to control the supply of the imperial town of Augsburg as well as the
wood trade on the river Lech, which flows into the Danube and was
therefore connected to the most important waterway for exporting wood
from Bavaria towards Vienna.36 Anton Ott, a river driver and wood mer-
chant engaged in the Taufelholz (oak used for the fabrication of barrels)
trade, had been given a contract, written in 1768, giving him a monopoly
on trade with any kind of construction timber (Schnitt- und Taufelholz)
derived from oak. The clear intention was to take the wood trade out of
its regional context and to establish a centralized control mechanism over
all relevant activity in the country. A small enclave like Regensburg,
therefore, became a victim of the broader socioeconomic and environ-
mental program of the Bavarian state.

Since Regensburg effectively had no hinterland, urban life was dis-
connected from the forests outside the town’s wall. As a result, the ma-
jority of people living in the town experienced a certain alienation from
the forests from which they received their wood. Their relationship to
wood as a material for fuel and construction purposes was primarily one
of consumers facing a constantly difficult supply. The urban alienation
from the origins and production of natural goods—here founded on po-
litical circumstances—seems like a blueprint of many people’s experience
in modern industrialized and urbanized societies. But there is also a
spatial dimension to this alienation; because of the town’s political situ-
ation vis-à-vis its hinterland, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
few of Regensburg’s citizens had much experience with the local forests.
There was no forest in the city’s territory where walking (Spazieren) could
develop as part of urban leisure culture as it did in the hinterland of other
early modern cities.37 The circumstances in the city were far from those in
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Nuremberg, where a baroque garden culture developed outside the city
walls under the control of the city’s forest authorities.38 The greatest
concentration of trees in Regensburg’s territory in the late eighteenth
century was not in a forest, but rather on an avenue granted to the city by
the German Emperor’s first commissioner (Prinzipalkommissar) at the Em-
pire’s diet, Carl Anselm von Thurn & Taxis, in 1779.39 Planted between
1779 and 1785, two parallel lines of approximately 1,500 trees followed
the outside of the town’s wall. Regensburg’s citizens and magistrate
gratefully printed a medal addressed to Thurn & Taxis in recognition of
the contribution his gift had made to urban life by facilitating “public
walking” (“ob additum urbi ambulationis publicae”).40 Regensburg’s au-
thorities also organized projects on the Danube islands, Oberer Wöhrd and
Unterer Wöhrd. On the Oberer Wöhrd the city’s Bauamt planted a tree-lined
avenue as early as 1654, and on the Unterer Wöhrd three lines of 27 oaks
were planted in 1781.41 When Regensburg’s authorities started to plant
avenues, which Hans Walden has characterized as “public green spaces
created for the purpose of leisure and to offer the illusion of an urban
forest,” they were not merely transforming the landscape by reshaping an
existing constellation of woodland and open land; they were, in fact,
constructing the green parts of the urban secondary environment. But
even this could not be realized with the city’s own natural resources.
When the masters of Regensburg’s cooper trade granted Regensburg sev-
eral hundred willow trees in 1783, they had to import them from Nurem-
berg.42

The Principality’s Capital

When Karl Theodor von Dalberg assumed the office of Fürstprimas in
1802/03, he created a forest office as part of the principality’s govern-
ment, thereby formally addressing the issue of the town’s wood supply.
As a result of the regulations of the Reichsdeputationshauptschluss, promul-
gated in 1803, the former archbishop of Mainz and archchancellor of the
Holy Roman Empire received a newly created territory around the prin-
cipalities of Aschaffenburg and Regensburg and the earldom of Wetzlar.
The Regensburg principality consisted of the former bishopric, the former
imperial town and the monasteries formerly subject to the Empire.43 In
the new Regensburg territory, Dalberg was confronted with three funda-
mental issues: he inherited a bankrupt city with approximately 1.5 mil-
lion fl. of debt;44 he gained the former bishopric with its huge and po-
tentially valuable forests;45 and finally he was confronted with the
geographical handicap of a town that was still surrounded by Bavarian
territory and that the Bavarian government was keen to absorb.46 Fol-
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lowing a rationalist political and economic program, Dalberg’s first pri-
ority was to consolidate the state’s finances by establishing efficient ad-
ministrative structures and improving the territory’s economic power.47

To this end approximately 51,000 Tagwerk of forested property were sub-
ject to particular attention by the new forest authority.48 Following the
economic principles of the new forest science,49 woodland was measured
and estimated and a new forest commissioner named Oelschläger col-
lected information on the principality’s forests and planned their future
organization.50 A manual was purchased for Dalberg’s foresters and the
seeds of forest plants were imported from Tirol.51 Although the Dalberg
administration attempted to manage the state forests from a strictly eco-
nomic point of view, it also tried not to neglect traditional rights of
usufruct, the requirements of agriculture and rural society and Regens-
burg’s urban wood supply. However, the removal of forest litter for
agricultural use, for instance, shows a certain governmental naivety to-
ward resource management in everyday agricultural life. While
Oelschläger claimed that the transfer of litter from the forest to arable
land could not be completely stopped, Dalberg insisted that the litter was
necessary for a healthy forest and that it should only be taken from
hollows where wind had piled up the material.52 As far as the capital’s
wood supply was concerned, government policy tried to harmonize the
state’s fiscal interests with those of wood traders and urban consum-
ers. When the Dalberg government planned to augment the forest tax
(Stammrecht) for wood which was sold from the forests near Donaustauf
and Wörth to the principal town of Regensburg and the Bavarian town of
Straubing, Oelschläger carried out a careful study to estimate the costs
that arose from cutting the trees, the transportation of the wood to the
Danube river, loading and shipping, losses on transport, unloading and
transport within the city.53 His calculations clearly show that he was not
only interested in the state’s potential profits, but that he was also con-
scious of the possible consequences that changes in the tax code might
have for Regensburg’s wood trade.54 Therefore, he suggested only a mini-
mal increase in the forest tax (Stammrecht) for coniferous wood, where
there was only a small profit to be made by Regensburg’s timber traders,
but a more significant increase for beech.55

In the end, the forest’s value as a financial resource outweighed its
social welfare function. The Dalberg administration’s most notable proj-
ect dealing with the principality’s forest resources was outlined in the
instruction for the new Deputation of Commerce (Kommerzien-Deputation)
in December 1808.56 The instruction assumed that the Dalberg state held
approximately 50,000 Morgen (approximately 31,500 acres) of forests. The
population of the duchy of Regensburg was estimated at 26,000. Accord-
ing to this document, the average inhabitant of the duchy consumed half
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a Klafter of hard wood and one Klafter of soft wood including the equiva-
lent amount of small pieces of wood, burl wood and brushwood per
annum. The further assumption was that one Morgen of forest provided
an average of one Klafter of soft wood and half a Klafter of hard wood per
annum. The result of the calculation was that 25,000 to 26,000 Morgen of
forest would be enough to supply the principality’s inhabitants with
wood. The estimate took into account further factors that could diminish
the area of woodland suitable for clearing: forests in poor condition,
usufruct rights and forests situated in areas not suitable for agriculture.
Finally authorities calculated that 10,000 Morgen could be transformed
into pasture and arable land. For the following ten years, authorities
advocated cutting approximately 1,000 Morgen annually, thereby increas-
ing annual forest earnings from 40,000 fl. to 100,000 fl. The Deputation of
Commerce, according to the plan, would sell the wood and organize the
new system of awarding and exporting Regensburg’s artisanal products.
Parts of the Frauenholz near Kelheim were slated to be cleared first, while
the owners of forestal usufruct rights were to be compensated with
woodlands in the immediate vicinity. Also, since the Frauenholz was situ-
ated on Bavarian territory, the Bavarian authorities had to be persuaded
of the plan’s desirability.57 The anticipated gain from the project was that
it would discharge the principality’s debt burden as well as stimulate the
local economy.

From the records we know that the clearing of forests was indeed
initiated, but the Napoleonic Wars prevented the proper use of the tim-
ber. On April 23, 1809, parts of the city, occupied by Austrian soldiers at
the time, were severely damaged and burned by Napoleon’s troops. A
total of 135 buildings were destroyed during this incident.58 Under these
circumstances the wood taken from the Frauenholz could not, as projected,
be used as a stimulus to local production. Instead, the entire supply was
used for the reconstruction of the damaged districts.59 Due to the war, as
well as to the absorption of Regensburg into Bavaria in 1810, it is not
possible to judge the long-term economic outcome of Dalberg’s policy of
boosting trade and economic growth through forest clearance. However,
conclusions can be drawn concerning the relationship between the city
and regional forests under the influence of Dalberg’s policy. The urban
economy was the key issue in the duke’s economic and political planning
and as a result the management of the regional forests was reorganized
along strictly utilitarian lines. Like the agricultural hinterland, woodlands
had to serve the state’s financial needs and urban economic development.
Under such circumstances, the city could benefit from a relatively secure
timber supply even if Bavarian restrictions still presented something of
an obstacle to bringing wood into town.
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City and Territorial State

There is no indication that Bavarian authorities continued with Dalberg’s
ambitious project. Nor is there any evidence that suggests that the Ba-
varian state was particularly interested in Regensburg’s wood supply.
The above-mentioned files documenting the negotiations over the erec-
tion of a wood depot in the 1830s testify to a struggle between the state
and the city over the control and obligations of the urban wood supply.
The state’s initial offer was clearly motivated by the intention of finding
a regional customer for the huge amounts of wood that had been brought
down by storms, though this intention was veiled by an expression of
paternal social concern for the city’s supply. As part of its 1830 restruc-
turing proposal, the regional Department of Internal Affairs (Regierung
des Regenkreises—Kammer des Innern) suggested the possibility that the
state could, if necessary, establish and run the depot under its own di-
rection if the city offered the required territory.60 However, the Depart-
ment of Finance (Regierung des Regenkreises—Kammer der Finanzen), which
was responsible for the administration of forests, was less amenable. The
only thing it agreed to was selling the wood at the price of the forestal tax
and accepting payment in installments.61 Arguing that after removing the
storm-cracked wood from the forests there would be no wood production
and sale from these forests for several years,62 the state authorities made
clear that their actions followed the conditions of a market economy. In
this context, it is important to note that the state was an actor within the
market, not just an institution controlling it and defining the legal frame-
work. In many nineteenth-century German territories the state was the
biggest owner of woodland and therefore had a virtual monopoly in
supplying wood to the market. Based on his studies on the Bavarian
policy in the Rhine Palatinate (which was part of Bavaria from 1816 to
1940), Bernd-Stefan Grewe notes that during the early nineteenth century
the motive of economic gain outweighed the motive of social obligations
within the wood marketing policy of the state’s forest administration.63

The forest administration increasingly used auctions in order to improve
revenue and guided the price policy among private merchants. However,
Grewe sees no evidence that shortage of supply was used intentionally in
order to inflate prices. But this was exactly what Regensburg’s urban
authorities blamed the state’s forest administration for in 1837.

In 1830, urban authorities were not yet ready to take the economic
risk of building a communal wood depot that would guarantee the wood
supply for the urban population. They pointed out that they actually had
to compete with a price level of 4 fl. 39 x. per Klafter offered by private
merchants at the city’s Holzlände. The state had demanded a forest tax of
2 fl. 42 x. for the wood that was taken from the Frauenholz near Kelheim
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and affirmed that it could be sold at Regensburg’s Holzlände for 5 fl. 30 x.
to 6 fl.64 In contrast, a commission of the magistrate, having visited the
Frauenholz, estimated that the wood, which was described as very solid,
could not be sold in Regensburg for more than 4 fl. Apart from that, the
commission complained that the pathways were in a bad condition and
the Klafter had been loosely assembled (sehr durchsichtig aufgerichtet).65 In
addition to setting a low tax, providing delivery to the Holzlände and
enabling payment in installments, the commission recommended that the
state should also provide the palisade wood needed for fencing the de-
pot.66 The magistrate found one private wood merchant particularly ir-
ritating. This merchant insisted, somewhat polemically, that the state
would only win and the city could only lose in this deal.67 According to
the author of the study, wood marketing did not pose any risk to the
state. The state already possessed the wood, could organize cheaper op-
portunities for transport and more efficient measures of security against
theft. The Chamber of Finance made evident the state’s priorities when it
declined the city’s conditions, characterizing them as not being beneficial
to the state but only beneficial to the local population.68

During the following years the Bavarian state was unable to outline
a clear position for dealing with the communal wood supply. The ques-
tion of urban wood supply in the German Vormärz was closely related to
political tensions after the 1830 revolution in France, the economic con-
sequences of the Zollverein free trade system (founded in 1834) and popu-
lation growth in many cities.69 Facing extreme price rises for fuel wood,
contemporary authors reminded the state of its obligation to ensure the
welfare of the poor. Wolfgang Piereth has noted that wood was the only
indispensable good which was owned by the state in considerable quan-
tities.70 The Bavarian government was in fact concerned about the social
and political instability arising from the fuel wood issue. A commission
and a special officer (Franz Berks at the Ministry of Internal Affairs) were
charged with observing the market.71 The regional district governments
were ordered to communicate instructions for an efficient use of commu-
nal forests and optimized wood supply. They were also supposed to ask
the communal authorities for reports about the management of commu-
nal wood, the steps taken for economizing fuel wood and the possibility
of introducing wood substitutes. The correspondence between the re-
gional government of the Regen District and the magistrate of Regens-
burg show how the state’s bureaucratic activities did not take specific
regional frameworks into sufficient consideration. On behalf of the cen-
tral government in Munich, the regional government decreed that the
Regensburg magistrate promote an earlier start to and an intensification
of the wood harvest in the communal forests. Local authorities were also
charged with ensuring that the poor were supplied with wood at an
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affordable price.72 In his response, the magistrate noted that the city did
not possess any communal wood and therefore the supply of cheap wood
could not be guaranteed without help from the state’s authorities and the
state’s nearby forests.73 The second governmental decree gave several
orders to be realized immediately: the search for and exploitation of
nearby deposits of peat, soft coal and hard coal; the introduction of en-
ergy-saving ovens and stoves; the introduction of public common stoves
for bakers; the installation and management of markets for the wood
trade where necessary; and the abolition of intermediate trade and specu-
lation in wood.74 The regional government demanded the magistrate
report on the status of these points within eight days.

Regensburg’s response to these decrees does not enable us to judge
whether the city’s Holznot was a real or merely a rhetorical phenom-
enon.75 A letter from Heinrich Wilhelm Sondermann, one of Regens-
burg’s city district mayors, provides strong evidence that a syndicate of
local traders who restricted the delivery of wood to the town was largely
responsible for the price rises.76 The city’s letter provides us with three
important pieces of information.77 First, in the late 1830s fuel wood prices
in Regensburg had reached a level critical enough to raise concerns with
the communal authorities. Second, Regensburg’s authorities tried to
avoid a wood shortage by using substitutes and energy-saving technical
innovations. The letter noted that the magistrate and the Council of Social
Welfare (Armenpflegschaftsrat) had bought 100,000 pieces of peat in Neu-
burg/Danube (approximately 90 km upstream from Regensburg).
Twelve thousand pieces were sent in one early transport. Although there
were no coal deposits within the city’s territory, the report mentioned the
private initiative of a soft coal mine near Kneiting, northwest of the city,
which was characterized as being unprofitable for the shareholders. In
the city’s institutions for social welfare (Armenanstalten), tiled stoves had
been replaced by iron circular ovens (Circular-Öfen). The city also re-
ported an increase in purchases of energy-saving stoves among the
town’s citizens, but rejected the idea of introducing public baking ovens
as impractical. The third important piece of information from the city’s
report was the ongoing feud between the state and the city concerning the
state’s influence on and responsibility for the communal wood supply.
Apart from the speculation of local wood merchants, the magistrate lists
several reasons for rising prices that were related to the state’s policy.
These included: a reduction in wood production from the public forests
after the windstorms of the early 1830s; the wood consumption of the
brick kilns in Ingolstadt, approximately 70 km upstream from Regens-
burg, where the state was building huge military plants; and finally
speculation on the opening of the channel connecting the Main and the
Danube, a project related to the state’s infrastructure policy. The magis-
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trate concluded its analysis with a very specific demand: that the state’s
police and forest authorities in the Kelheim region deliver their hoards of
wood to the Regensburg market. By doing so they could show local
consumers the true price of wood (“die wahren Holzpreise”) and wood
merchants the limits of their practices (“den Holzhändlern so Schranken
aufzeigen”). The lack of consistency in the state’s policy can be seen in
further discussion of the possible construction of a wood depot: whereas
the state’s internal affairs authority continued to demand the erection of
a timber depot under the city’s direction,78 the state’s regional forest
administration refused to play a constructive role in this issue, and later
tried to benefit from wood auctions and intermediate trade.79

City and Wood
The magistrate’s report from 1837 also mentions a growing consumption
of wood by a growing number of local industries, including a sugar
refinery, a steam shipyard, a porcelain factory and a pencil factory. But
Regensburg did not participate in the process of economic and industrial
development, demographic growth and urbanization to the same extent
as other southern German cities during the first half of the nineteenth
century. Economic historian Karl-Heinz Preißer has characterized the in-
dustrial development of the Upper Palatinate Region in the nineteenth
century—including Regensburg—as a case of “retarded industrializa-
tion” (zurückbleibende Industrialisierung).80 Unlike the Bavarian capital of
Munich or the Franconian metropole Nuremberg, where the population
doubled in the first half of nineteenth century, Regensburg saw only
moderate growth. Between 1812 and 1852, the population grew from
18,374 to 25,898.81

Comparing Regensburg’s fuel wood consumption of the late eigh-
teenth century with figures from the 1830s reveals considerable stability:
following Bavarian figures, the imperial town of Regensburg in the year
1770 imported 25,656 3⁄4 Klafter of fuel wood, 19,198 1⁄4 Klafter from Ba-
varia and 6,458 1⁄2 Klafter from other territories.82 In Bavaria 5,628 Klafter
were cut in the district of Zwiesel in the Bayerischer Wald and floated
down the river Regen.83 Due to ongoing discussions about the installation
of an urban wood depot in the late 1830s, data was also collected in 1837.
The magistrate had carefully investigated the annual amount of fuel
wood needed by private households, artisans and industry, public au-
thorities and schools. It concluded that the city—not including the Thurn
& Taxis court84—needed 27,491 Klafter in total, 7,503 Klafter of which were
consumed by breweries and factories, with 918 Klafter required for public
offices and social welfare.85 This was not a particularly substantial rise
compared to the amount documented in 1770.

As a result of its comparatively retarded growth and industrializa-
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tion, Regensburg’s wood supply may not have played the same crucial
role as in other regions during the first three decades of the nineteenth
century. The Franconian problem of wood shortage and rising prices after
the foundation of the Zollverein free trade zone in 1834, which saw a
substantial increase in wood exports towards the more industrialized
Rhine-Main region and further northwest,86 had a delayed effect on Re-
gensburg’s wood market. According to the Regensburg magistrate,
speculation in wood prices, fueled by the imminent construction of the
Donau-Main Canal, began to increase considerably. By 1845, the comple-
tion of this project made it possible to transport huge amounts of wood
from the Bayerischer Wald westward.87 In the opinion of city-district
mayor Heinrich Wilhelm Sondermann, the rising prices were clearly due
to speculation or, in his colorful phrase, to “Kunst und Wucher.”88 For this
reason, the city’s authorities opened a second wood landing on the Un-
terer Wöhrd and once more intensified their planning for the construction
of a public wood depot. This intervention into the local wood trade was
meant to ensure the city’s supply and help maintain affordable prices. But
the development of a communal policy also had a further goal: to im-
prove fire prevention by concentrating fuel wood storage for private
households, businesses and public institutions outside the city. Beside the
internal investigations of the town’s wood requirements, the city’s au-
thorities also wanted to gain insight into the experiences of other cities
with interventionist wood marketing practices. They addressed letters to
Augsburg, Bamberg, Munich, Passau, Nuremberg, Würzburg and Mainz,
asking the cities to report back on several matters: whether their wood
depots were organized as private or communal enterprises; whether they
were designed exclusively for trading or also for storage; what their
storage capacities were; what the tax on storage was; what costs arose for
administration; whether the institutions succeeded in avoiding specula-
tion—“Holzwucher;” and what price level was in line with the price level
of private trade.89 The responses indicate that each city chose very dif-
ferent strategies depending on the different regional environmental, eco-
nomic and political frameworks.

In the first half of the nineteenth century Regensburg was not able to
construct as large a wood depot as many had hoped. The foundation of
a private association (Holzverein) similar to that in Mainz was also un-
successful. But another private initiative gained importance. The mer-
chant Simon Maier-Loewi had bought a huge area of woodland near
Zwiesel in the Bayerischer Wald and in 1840 began to float logs down the
river Regen. He tried to accelerate the planned extension of the Regen and
offered to cooperate with the city in organizing the float and the sale of
wood in Regensburg for a moderate price.90 Maier-Loewi’s initiative pro-
moted the specific regional development of wood transport in the second
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half of the nineteenth century, a development which proved remarkably
advantageous to the city’s wood supply and prices. The state took con-
structive measures to make the river Regen more accessible for wood
transportation. As a result, Maier-Loewi and, later, other private mer-
chants, organized mass log floats on the Regen. From 1859 onward, the
state also began to organize large log floats, bringing thousands of Klafter
of fuel wood and timber into town. After 1855, Regensburg had its own
landing point on the banks of the river Regen in the village of Steinweg.
Between 1853 and 1862, the city organized its own campaigns to float logs
downriver for fuel wood and timber.91 Unlike the state’s forest adminis-
tration near Regensburg, the one in the Bayerischer Wald offered huge
amounts of wood for a moderate forestal tax. Now the city could not only
manage its own supply; it also gained importance as a log reloading
point, first to the Ludwig-Main Channel and later to the railway system.
Due to this specific development, the wood processing industry became
a nucleus of regional industrial and economic development in the second
half of the nineteenth century.92

Resource and Transport
The study of Regensburg’s wood supply history makes one point very
clear: whether we examine the restrictions against Regensburg’s coopers
in the eighteenth century, the permission of Dalberg’s authorities for a
citizen from Donaustauf to export charcoal from the local forests to Vi-
enna in 180493 or the work of the pencil factory Rehbach (established in
Regensburg in 1821), which was interconnected with a global network of
supply (cedar wood) and distribution,94 the wood supply issue is never
limited to just the local context. Questions of regional forest use and forest
development were linked to the fields of regional and supraregional
wood marketing, politics and transport. For geographical and political
reasons water transport was a factor of strong and lasting influence on
Regensburg’s wood supply. In the eighteenth century the fact that trans-
port on the river Danube provided the most significant way of exporting
wood from Bavaria provoked the Bavarian state to seize control over this
waterway and the cities situated on its shore. The advantages of rivers—
which for a long time were the most efficient paths for the transportation
of wood—came at the cost of enormous amounts of construction wood
required for building and maintaining bridges, landing points and bank
reinforcements.95 Since the wood landing and storage areas were inevi-
tably situated next to the river, they were frequently affected by floods
and ice floes that flushed the hard-won wood away. Furthermore, re-
gardless of the political constellation in any given place, the entrepre-
neurs engaged in the wood trade in any period were highly influential in
determining the local wood supply, and they frequently abused this power.
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The coming of the railroad was also an important factor in the history
of Regensburg’s wood supply. The region’s eventual interconnection
with the new railway transportation system in 1859 was not a linear
process of innovation, but rather a development caused by a variety of
different factors. At first, the policy of the Bavarian King Ludwig I (1825–
1848), who preferred the construction of waterways, avoided the early
linking of the region to the railway system. At the same time, huge
amounts of wood needed for the construction of the Austrian railway
system were floated towards Austria on the Danube.96 The development
of upstream transportation by steamship on the Danube, Regensburg’s
connection to the railway system, and the linking together of Bavarian
and Bohemian railways in 1862 changed the framework of the city’s local
wood supply as well as its trade relations. Imports of cheap Bohemian
hard coal and construction wood from Southeastern Europe now reached
the region. Apart from this, however, the use of regional wood, floated to
Regensburg on the river Regen, remained an important part of the com-
munal supply until the early twentieth century.

Conclusion

When examined from a historical perspective, Regensburg’s wood sup-
ply is part of a broader web of social, economic, political and ecological
relationships. These include: aspects of communal policy, regional forest
management and development, the surrounding territorial state’s politics
and regional and supraregional wood marketing and transportation. Ur-
ban development in the late eighteenth and nineteenth century was in-
fluenced by the fundamental process of political, social and economic
transition that changed the face of European societies and economies and
established—an important point in terms of environmental history—the
fossil-fuel energy regime. The way the city’s representatives organized
the city’s supply of fuel wood and timber has to be discussed in this
specific context. Does the issue of urban wood supply in the eighteenth
and nineteenth century qualify as an indicator of a transition period, a
“Sattelzeit” in urban environmental history? The development of Regens-
burg’s wood supply, as it has been analyzed in this article, seems to offer
a fitting example for supporting this assumption.

The study of Regensburg’s wood supply also confirms Günter Bay-
erl’s argument that attitudes toward nature became increasingly utilitar-
ian in eighteenth-century Europe, thereby providing the intellectual base
for a new dimension of industrial exploitation in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. The process of wood’s commercialization (wood
as a raw material as well as woodland as a part of the landscape) de-
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termined the state’s policy in Bavaria during the late Old Regime as
well as in Dalberg’s principality and in the nineteenth-century Bavarian
kingdom.97 Nineteenth-century Regensburg, which no longer existed
as an independent political entity, insisted on the state’s traditional ob-
ligations concerning the city’s supply but met a Bavarian state that—
more than the short-lived Dalberg regime—had difficulties in balanc-
ing social responsibility with economic interests arising from its posses-
sion of wood. Both the state and local governments failed to find a
consistent strategy between interventionist and market economist op-
tions.98

In broad terms, the history of Regensburg’s wood supply can be seen
as a struggle between the desire for conservation and stability on the one
hand and the need for change and innovation on the other. At the very
time when the construction of the Austrian railway system required enor-
mous amounts of wood, much of which was transported down the
Danube from Bavaria, King Ludwig I’s rather romantic distaste for rail-
ways and his promotion of the channel building project connecting the
Danube and the Main delayed Regensburg’s linkage to the railway sys-
tem for one or two decades. On the other hand, Simon Maier-Loewi’s
successful private initiative of the mid nineteenth century was based on
a rather conventional transport option: floating the logs that were har-
vested in the mountains of the Bayerischer Wald region down the river
Regen. The initial refusal of Regensburg’s magistrate to cooperate with
Maier-Loewi needs to be seen in the same context as the long-running
dispute over the establishment of a wood depot. It cannot be adequately
characterized as a careful and provident strategy or a form of communal
protest against the state’s politics; rather, it illustrates the inability of
traditional communal politics to react adequately to changing require-
ments in resource management.

Since the Middle Ages, Regensburg’s ecological footprint has ex-
tended well beyond the region over which it had political control.99 The
fact that urban resource management officials were unable to manage the
areas from which the town drew its wood supply meant that they were
constantly exposed to the influence of external factors. These circum-
stances differed from those that determined other cities’ wood supplies.
A comparative study of urban resource issues would likely demonstrate
that a city’s supply of natural resources plays an integral role in the way
it organizes its relationship with its natural environment under changing
political, economic and demographic frameworks. Urban wood supply at
the beginning of modernity, at the brink of the “networked city,” is there-
fore a subject that deserves a closer look from an urban environmental
history point of view.
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